Game Turn
Each turn consists of three phases; Voting, Diving and Events.

1 - Voting
Captain Nemo runs a very democratic ship and he likes his crew to have
a say in any risks they take.
At the start of each turn, the Captain calls for a vote and all players hold
their closed fist above the centre of the table.
On a count of 1-2-3, all players simultaneously reveal their choice.
A push your luck game set in the world of Jules Verne's “20,000 Leagues
Under the Sea” for 3-8 players in 20-30 mins.

Components – 27 Cards

The majority vote decides what Nautilus does during the Diving phase:
The Captain’s vote counts as 2 votes and if no majority is reached,
the Captain has the final decision.
Finger -down –point your finger down at the table.

16 Dive Cards
8 x Clear Water + 8 x Crises - Claustrophobia, Water Leak, Fire, Cracked
window, Giant Squid, Whale, Chasm, Oxygen Leak

This means you want the Nautilus to Descend deeper
Thumbs-up – Point your thumb-up.

9 Crew Cards
Captain Nemo

Repair any one Emergency or Skip one depth

Purser

Treat one Claustrophobia or Fight one Fire

Navigator

Avoid one Chasm or Seal one Leak

Sonar Officer

Avoid one Chasm or Scare-off one Whale

Engineer

Seal one Leak or Repair one Window

Firefighter

Fight one Fire or Replenish one Oxygen Tank

Pilot

Outrun one Squid or Avoid one Chasm

Harpooner

Scare-off one Whale or Outrun one Squid

Safety Officer

Replenish one Oxygen or Repair one Window

1 Nautilus Marker Card
1 Depth Tracker / Score Marker Board
1 coin or cube to mark deepest depth (not supplied).
1 pencil & paper or scoring app (not supplied)

This means you want the Nautilus to Ascend back toward
the surface.
Open your hand = Abandon Ship!
Your vote does not count. You race to the Escape Pod.
Hand your Crew Card (face-up) to the Captain. You
gain the lower score equal to current the depth and you
are out of this round.
If you Abandon Ship, the Captain receives your crew card- face-up.
The Captain may re-use this card once later in the game.
Captain Nemo may never abandon his beloved Nautilus while
another crew member is on-board. He may only choose to Abandon
Ship if no other crew members are aboard during the Voting phase.

2 - Diving

Game Play
Bathysphere is played over several rounds equal to the number of
players. In a 3-player game there will be 3 rounds, a 4-player game - 4
rounds, etc. Each player will have the chance to be Captain Nemo and
lead a party of intrepid explorers into the crushing depths of the deep, in
search of treasure and scientific discoveries.
Scores are totalled across all rounds and the player with the most
treasure at the end of the game is the winner.

Setup
Select one player to be the Captain - give them the Captain Nemo card.
Shuffle the remaining Crew Cards and deal one face-up to each player –
this is their role for this round. Put any remaining roles back in the box.

Once all votes have been
resolved, the Captain
moves the Nautilus up or
down the next depth according to the majority
vote or Captain's orders.
Should the Captain use
his ability to skip a level he
does so here, moving the
Nautilus two depths
instead of one. His card is
now turned-over and
cannot be used again.

After each round the role of Captain will pass to the next player clockwise
until everyone has had a chance to be Captain Nemo.
Place the score marker card in plain sight and the score token nearby.
Place the Nautilus card on the table with enough space below it to place
a vertical column of nine more cards – this symbolises the downward
dive. Upward cards will be placed to the right of this column.
Shuffle the Dive Cards and place them next to the Nautilus.
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3 – Events
Reveal a new Dive Card. Place the Dive Card adjacent to the Nautilus.
Clear Sailing - no troubles at this depth. The turn is over.
Crisis card - something has gone wrong.
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Crises

Turn Example

The crew may collectively decide to ignore or to repair the crisis,
however, if the Nautilus has 4 Un-Repaired Crises at the end of a turn,
the ship is destroyed and all hands on-deck sink into the crushing depths
of the ocean, along with any treasure they may have discovered.

It is a 7-player game. Nautilus is sitting at 6,000 Leagues with two crises
occurring (Giant Squid and Claustrophobia).

Ignoring a Crisis means the crew does nothing – the turn ends and the
crisis remains un-repaired.
Once you ignore a Crisis you may never go back and repair it later.
When deciding, the crew may discuss options, they may vote,
threaten or cajole a crew member to use or not use their card, or
Captain Nemo may order the crew. The Captain’s orders are final.

Repair a Crisis
To repair a Crisis – a crew member
with matching crisis on their crew
card removes the crisis card and
returns it (face-down) to the Dive
Deck, reshuffling the Dive Deck. Do
not draw another crises card – this
depth remains empty.
The crew member flips their crew
card face-down; their ability cannot
be used for the remainder of this
round.
Turns continue until:
- Nautilus is destroyed by 4 Crises, or
- the whole crew abandon ship, or
- Nautilus surfaces with its hold full of
treasures and the cheering of the
valiant crew.

Scoring
The Depth Marker shows two scores for
each depth.
The first (lower) score is for those players
abandoning ship. Each player scores the
number of points equal to the depth at
which they abandon ship.
The second (higher) score is for
maximum depth reached during a
successful journey.

New Turn: The Captain calls for a vote.
The Captain and 2 other players vote to Descend (4 votes).
3 other players vote to Ascend. Majority has spoken, so Nautilus will be
diving this turn.
Nautilus moves to 8,000 Leagues - a new Dive card is drawn – Chasm.
There are no crew who can deal with the Chasm crisis, so it remains
unrepaired. That is now 3 Crises happening on the ship.

New Turn: The Captain calls another vote.
Captain votes to Ascend (2 votes) 3 crew vote to Descend and 1 crew
member Abandons Ship – their vote does not count – they gain 8 points
and hand their card to the Captain (the Captain may re-use this card
once).
The votes to Descend are greater - Nautilus will be diving to 10,000.
A new Dive card is revealed - Cracked Window.
The Engineer uses his skill to repair the Window and flips his card,
saving Nautilus and her crew from certain death.

New Turn: The Captain cannot leave because there are crew still
aboard, he calls a vote.
He and 1 other player vote to Ascend (3 votes). 3 players Abandon Ship
– their votes don’t count. They score 10 points each and hand their
cards to the Captain who may re-use them once each.
Nautilus Ascends to 8,000 and encounters a Whale, the captain
eliminates it using the Harpooner’s skill. He turns that card face-down.

New Turn: Captain calls for a vote.
With 2 other player left on board the Captain can only vote Ascend. 1
player votes to ascend and the other player Abandons Ship and scores 8
points – handing over his card.
Nautilus Ascends to 6,000 and reveals Clear Sailing.

New Turn: Both players vote to Ascend. Nautilus reaches 4,000 and
reveals Clear Sailing.

New Turn: Both players vote to Ascend once more. Nautilus reaches
2,000 and reveals Fire. None of the remaining crew cards can deal with
fire - the Captain has no choice, he uses his own ability to resolve any
one crisis. Fire goes back into the deck and is shuffled.

New Turn: Both players vote to Ascend once more. Nautilus reaches

Each player still on-board when Nautilus
completes a journey gains this higher score
equal to the deepest point in the journey.

1,000 and reveals Fire. Oh No! That is 4 Crises and nobody can deal
with fire! Nautilus is destroyed before it can reach the surface. Both
players score zero points for this round.

The Captain completing a successful
journey earns both scores combined.

Had they completed the whole journey down to 10,000 Leagues, the
crew member would have received 21 points and the Captain would have
received 31 points (10 + 21).

After scores are tallied for that round, the
Captain card is passed clockwise - follow
the setup steps to start a new round.
Play continues until all players have had a
turn at being the Captain. Scores across all
rounds are totalled and the player with the
highest score is the winner.
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The round is over.
The Captain card is passed to the next player clockwise and the setup
procedure followed for another journey into the deep.
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